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KEY CONCEPTS

Ceiling Shared Decision Making

Floor Informed Consent

Basement Force and coercion



SHARED DECISION MAKING

• Aspirational, demands the best out of everyone

• Is a process

• Requires curiosity

• Has been studied and tools have been created

• Acknowledges the missing puzzle piece – tries to put the puzzle together for 

optimal decision making.

Pitfalls: 

• Implicit bias 

• No one can predict the future



INFORMED CONSENT

• Is the legal standard

• Is a process

• Forms are a way of documenting informed consent, but the forms are not 

informed consent.

• Has two components:  information + consent/refusal.

• How much information? It depends…

• Consent precedes intervention.

The locus of control for the 

exceptions is the State not the 

provider/facility.



FORCE/COERCION

• Force is the basement

• Coercion and compulsion are the pathway to the basement.

Control is the opposite of consent.



COERCION AND COMPULSION

Criminal charges and 

incarceration for: 

Murder, Feticide, 

Child endangerment, 

Abuse of a corpse, 

“Unborn child abuse,” Fetal 

assault 

Ideas about 
threats and 
risks

Civil 
commitment/

detention

Forced surgery

Civil child 
abuse/neglect

Child removal 

Coercion

Threats

Language about 

what is 

“allowed”

Compulsion



EXAMPLES

COMPULSION COERCION AND THREATS

“You’ve had two before, why not have another one?” “Ok, go home and rupture your uterus at home.”

Asking for another doctor, he said “No one is going to take 

you.” 

"We are going to go to court to force you to have a c-

section.”

I asked, ‘Can I be transferred to a different hospital?’ and he 

said “No.”

“If you don’t let me do a cesarean section, the state is going 

to take your baby away."

“If you leave you shouldn’t come back.” “My license is more important that you.”

“I don’t have all day for you. Don’t be so excited, this isn’t 

going to be a natural.”

“You are acting like a person on drugs.”



“The woman has decisional capacity. I have decided to override her refusal to 

have a c-section. Her physician Dr. Gorelick and hospital attorney Mr. Fried 

are in agreement.”

FORCE

”The woman has decisional capacity. I have decided to override her refusal…”



DIFFERENCES IN PROVIDERS AND FACILITIES

• Legal and ethical standards

• The legal standard is the same regardless of your credential. 

• The legal standard is the same regardless of your facility type.

• Know your context/culture



LAWS, STANDARDS, ETHICS AND CONFLICTS

AABC standards for birth centers

“The birth center respects and facilitates a pregnant person’s right to make informed 

choices about their health care and their baby’s health care based on their values and 

beliefs.”

LEGAL NO INTERVENTION WITHOUT CONSENT

PROFESSIONAL 

ETHICS

NO INTERVENTION WITHOUT CONSENT

PERSONAL ETHICS DEPEND ON INDIVIDUAL VALUES. But your values are LAST in line. 

What if your duties are in conflict? 

More later…



CONTEXT/CULTURE

Facility Strengths and weaknesses

Large Hospital  May be disciplined about documentation but lack time for process 

Small Independent Birth 

Center

May have more time for more process and intimacy, but may be 

vulnerable to more misunderstandings, or lack regularity in 

documentation. 

You and your clients may have to navigate 

between these systems, even if there is no 

transfer. You can help your clients prepare.



HISTORY AND FOUNDATIONS

History and foundations • Constitution

• Human rights

• Common law

• Statutes

Changes over the last 150 years • From provider control to patient informed consent

• Recognition of the different power, knowledge, or 

position of patients and providers

• Developed through case law and changes in the health 

care field

Key cases and ideas • Schloendorff (1914)

• Cruzan (1990)

• In Re AC (1990)



KEY CASES

• “A competent person has a liberty interest under the Due Process Clause in refusing 

unwanted medical treatment” – even when the treatment is life saving.” Cruzan, 1990

• “Every human being of adult years and sound mind has a right to determine what shall be 

done with his own body; and a surgeon who performs an operation without his patient’s 

consent commits an assault for which he is liable in damages.” Schloendorff, 1914

• “In virtually all cases the question of what is to be done is to be decided by the patient –

the pregnant woman – on behalf of herself and the fetus.” In re A.C. 1990



THE LAW ANTICIPATES CONFLICT

• Don’t panic

• We use the law to create new law

• Values/priorities/culture change



HOW THE LAW CAN HELP

The law anticipates and is “for” conflicts. Here is a process you can follow, inspired by the 

law:

• Take a step back, get perspective

• Clarify roles/power

• Check your impulses



TAKE A STEP BACK, GET PERSPECTIVE

• The rules are not different for any of these common informed consent situations:

• The rules are not different even though there is a fetus

• There is a hierarchy to the rules

Vitamin K VBAC GBS

Drug Testing Breech Waterbirth

Cruzan – right to refuse is a US Supreme Court decision grounded in the U.S.  

constitution, it is higher/more powerful in the hierarchy

than a State licensing regulation.



CLARIFY ROLES/POWER

• You have to uphold a standard

• You have to follow the law

• You do not police or enforce the law



CHECK YOUR IMPULSES

Impulse Check

I should report but I have to protect patient confidentiality

I want to intervene because I think it will be best but it’s not my decision to make

I want to drug test because I think they’re lying to 

me about use

but if I do they won’t trust me and may not come 

back for care

This feels risky to me But I should focus on the client’s risks not my 

own



THINKING THROUGH THREE SCENARIOS

Scenarios

1 The state requires administration of vitamin K, but the patient 

refuses.

2 VBAC or Breech are out of your or your facility’s scope, but 

the client has nowhere else to go.

3 You have a facility policy or a preference for drug testing 

everyone, but a patient tests positive for cannabis which is 

illegal in your State, and the patient and baby are doing fine by 

all measures.



REFUSAL OF VITAMIN K

PROCESS

Get perspective I cannot force someone to have any intervention. The right to refuse even life 

saving interventions is a constitutional right (Cruzan). 

Clarify your role It is not my job to police or enforce the Vitamin K requirement. I can note 

the refusal in the chart and make sure the client understands the risks. 

Check your 

impulses

This feels risky and uncomfortable to me, but it’s not my decision to make.



VBAC OR BREECH OUTSIDE SCOPE

PROCESS

Get perspective The right to refuse even life saving interventions is a constitutional right 

(Cruzan), but I don’t trust this other facility to honor that right. 

Clarify your role It is not my job to police or enforce constitutional law. But do I have ethical 

duties? What are they?

Check your 

impulses

Notice your feelings and risks. Are they aligned with or different from the 

client’s feelings or risks.



CANNABIS METABOLITES

PROCESS

Get perspective Maybe I shouldn’t drug test everyone – how is it benefitting this situation? 

She should have the right to refuse, to evaluate her risks/benefits.

Clarify your role I have duties that are in conflict: I am a mandatory reporter but I also have to 

maintain confidentiality and trust. 

Check your 

impulses

I am scared of judgment I may get if I don’t report… But my duties are to 

this patient.



WHAT IF YOU MAKE THE WRONG CHOICE?

Things to do to prevent or prepare for a 

lawsuit

Things to do if you find yourself involved in 

legal action

Document and maintain records (Types and 

duration)

First talk to a lawyer (Attorney-Client 

privilege/confidentiality)

Confidentiality Disclose only what is required (Different entities 

have different search/seizure rules/protections)

Insurance (Be aware of inclusions and exclusions) Know the difference between criminal and civil 

rules



REFUSAL OF VITAMIN K

The State sends your facility a letter stating that your license may be suspended if 

you do not improve your rate for administering vitamin K



VBAC OR BREECH OUTSIDE SCOPE

The vaginal breech birth you supported at your facility, despite it being out of 

scope, resulted in a transfer to the hospital because the baby was struggling at 

birth, needed cooling treatment to mitigate neurological damage. 

The family files suit against you 

and the hospital to cover the 

costs of the baby’s lifelong care.

You receive a letter from the 

State stating that you are being 

investigated by the regulatory 

agency and your license could be 

revoked.



POSITIVE TEST FOR CANNABIS METABOLITES

You do not report the patient to child welfare. The birth goes smoothly and mom 

and baby are healthy. 

She sues you for not informing 

her that her baby could be taken 

from her due to drug use.

The mother ends up being 

investigated by child welfare 

because someone else makes a 

report, her baby is removed 

from her care soon after birth. 



QUESTIONS?
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